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/stì-le/

stile
style

Complex of specific characteristics, responding to 
a particular aesthetic type, of a garment, a piece of 
furniture, or an object.



SUMMER
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

The Summer collection, with its clean lines and summery style, includes tables of different 
heights and multi-coloured stackable chairs. The look makes it a perfect addition to any 
furnishing style, from your home patio to the most exclusive contract settings. A virtually 
universal chair with its clean, simple lines.

SEDIA SUMMER / chair 
IC-2522 VB

ARGO
side table

IC-2151 11

1514



1716

SGABELLO SUMMER / barstool 
IC-2535 VZ

SEDIA SUMMER / chair 
IC-2522 VM

TAVOLO SUMMER 70x70 cm / table 
IC-2733 VA

POLTRONA SUMMER / armchair
2520 VM



1918

VELA
DESIGN GIANLUCA PASOTTI

Vela is a stackable sun bed that reinvents the rules for relaxation. Elegant and functional, it has an understated design which means it fits seamlessly into outdoor areas, 
adorning beaches and pool sides.It has a frame made with the latest generation of technopolymer enriched with glass fibre, with injection moulded using “Air moulding” technology, 
adjustable back, quick-change cover, and equipped with wheels.

ARGO
tavolino / side table
IC-2151 15

VELA
IC-2044 15 T15



2120

VELA
IC-2044 81 T81



TAHITI
The latest generation in designer sun beds with a breathable cover in a variety of colours. Elegant, simple and functional, it has 
a basic, linear shape which combines a modern and traditional look, confirming its place as a timeless classic. The 
prestigious design makes it perfect for use in seaside resorts, on beaches, pool sides and exclusive tourist destinations. The 
frame, made entirely of thermoplastic, the adjustable back and quick-change cover showcase the practicality and convenience 
of this sun bed, guaranteeing durability.

2322

TAHITI
IC-2043 15 T10

Masseria Valente - Ostuni (BR) - Italia



2524

NEMO
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

The Nemo table, which can be matched to different size tops in a variety of finishes, was conceived to be both 
practical and compact. Fixed or with a handle-operated folding movement to easily align multiple tables, it was designed 
to furnish indoor and outdoor contract areas where comfort is required without sacrificing style. When combined with 
the compact plywood top, the result is ultra-sophisticated. Nemo is available in two heights, 73/109 cm for the folding 
version, and in three heights, 50/73/109 for the fixed version. Die cast aluminium base. With four adjustable feet.

Nemo table won the 2017 Gold A’Design 
Award and the 2017 edition of the 
Archiproducts Design Awards.

NEMO AFFIANCABILE h.73 
basamento / folding base  
IC-5070 AV 10

NEMO AFFIANCABILE h.109 
basamento / folding base 

IC-5075 AV 81

KATE
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2340 82

KATE
IC-2341 82



2726

NEMO FISSO h.50 
basamento / fixed base  

IC-5067 AV 10

NEMO FISSO h.73 
basamento / fixed base  
IC-5060 AV 81

NEMO FISSO h.73 
basamento / fixed base  
IC-5060 AV 81 ALICE CHAIR

IC-2675 VA 81

NEMO FISSO h.109 
basamento / fixed base 

IC-5065 AV 81

 Maxi Nemo with 4 feet technopolymer base is available to sustain larger table tops.



2928

EMI
IC-2343 11

ECO AFFIANCABILE 80x80 
basamento / folding base  
IC-2460 11

ECO
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

Eco’s strength lies in its versatile and robust design which fits into any setting. The 
central aluminium column ensures maximum stability and lightness while the top and 
base in technopolymer showcase its practicality. Its philosophy of basic design is evident in 
the space-saving version with a top that folds down by means of a patented mechanism to 
fit alongside other tables, as well as in the fixed version. Eco is available in two versions.

Tavolo ECO, particolare
della superficie del piano.

Detail of the table top.



With a discreet look, clean lines and comfort, the frame is made entirely in technopolymer while 
the perforations make Emi ideal for outdoor spaces, both at home and for contract use. The 
special shape of the legs, created in a single block, means it stacks perfectly, leaving no gaps, 
and is exceptionally stable. Available in versions with or without armrests in a variety of colours, 
on pallets too.

3130

EMI
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

EMI
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2342 56

EMI  
IC-2343 73



KATE
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

3332

ECO FISSO 70x70 
basamento / fixed base  
IC-2451 11

KATE
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2340 11

KATE
IC-2341 11

Linear and discreet; clean, decisive lines; ergonomic and comfortable. Thanks to the special shape of the legs, a unique technical solution has been 
created meaning Kate stacks perfectly with no gaps, is exceptionally stable and the reduced dimensions make the best possibile use of the space 
available. It blends into any setting, whether at home or in collective spaces, and is ideal for indoor and outdoor living. Available in versions with or 
without armrests, on pallets too.



TIMO Timo is a four-legged table, made entirely of thermoplastic with aluminium legs and a technopolymer cover. The smooth top is a perfect match for all the chairs in 
technopolymer. Extremely versatile, it meets the requirements for any type of setting because, in addition to being very stable, it is practical to use and easy to stack. Timo is ideal 
for household or contract use, both indoors and outdoors, to bring a touch of freshness and movement to any modern setting.

3534

TIMO 70x70  
IC-2131 15

EMI  
con braccioli / armchair 

IC-2342 15



MIRTO
Modularity is its defining feature. Mirto is a versatile table to grace any area, from contract use to outdoor. The top in 12 mm compact laminate is flush to the frame and means the 
tables can be aligned perfectly without wasting space or sacrificing seating. The strong lines of the top are an eye-catching feature of Mirto tables which are available in square or 
rectangular versions. The frame is in powder-painted steel with four adjustable feet.

3736

SGABELLO PIÙ  h.75 / barstool 
IC-2337 81

MIRTO 120x80
IC-2421 VA 87

MIRTO 80x80
IC-2422 VA 87

PIÙ
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2335 11

PIÙ
IC-2336 81



PIÙ
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

3938

SGABELLO PIÙ h.65 / barstool 
IC-2338 15

The Più chair and armchair have a technopolymer frame featuring soft curves which transform 
design into a comfortable and practical experience. With proportional, contemporary 
shapes, the barstool has footrest rungs which lends a sturdy and stable look to the essential, 
elegant lines. They go perfectly together and have been designed for large scale use in any 
kind of contract setting. Più fits into any area, whether next to a counter top or among tables 
in an elegant restaurant.



4140

ERCOLE

ERCOLE 170x100 
IC-2145 15

SUNSET
IC-2329 15

Made in technopolymer, Ercole table with a slatted top 
is perfect for every outdoor context. Its 170x100 cm 
dimensions are thought for a convivial atmosphere.



SUNSET
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

Sunset’s style never fades. With a classic and elegant slatted design, this armchair is 
roomy and comfortable, easy to stack, and with a frame in fibreglass reinforced 
technopolymer. The ergonomic, easy to handle shape blends in perfectly with any style of 
outdoor furnishing for restaurants, urban outdoor seating areas or at home in the garden.

4342

SUNSET
IC-2329 15



PER3

4544

PER3  
IC-1893 AV 15

EMI
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2342 15

Per3, with a technopolymer slatted top and coated aluminium legs, is the 
extendable alternative to the Ercole table. It can be extended in length from 
170 to 220 cm, for dining in the open air. The balanced size and 
clean lines of this table bring a touch of modern elegance to outdoor 
settings. The extension makes it very versatile, ideal for all formal 
and informal occasions. 



GINEVRA

Ginevra, with or without armrests, represents exceptional comfort. The technopolymer frame 
means it can be used both in public meeting places and in the garden at home. The Ginevra 
collection is completed by the Lounge version with a wider seat which is ideal for relaxing on in 
outdoor areas, lounge cafés or pool sides. All the Ginevra models can be stacked.

4746

GINEVRA  
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2333 11



GINEVRA LOUNGE e ARGO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

4948

Argo is a coffee table with heaps of personality and a young, glamorous look. It has technopolymer frame and fluid shapes which go perfectly 
with Ginevra Lounge, one of the models from the Ginevra range, featuring a roomy, snug seat. On their own or together, they take centre stage in any 
indoor or outdoor context for contract uses, open air settings, café lounges, gardens or pool sides. Both are stackable.

GINEVRA LOUNGE  
IC-2351 15

ARGO
tavolino / side table
IC-2151 15

GINEVRA
IC-2334 15



COCCOLONA
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

Durability, stability and superior comfort are the qualities which define 
Coccolona. This armchair in technopolymer has a seat design which is ideal for 
contract and outdoor uses. Combine it with the matching sofa from the same 

range to create relaxing seating areas. Both have four anti-skid feet.

5150

COCCOLONA
IC-2320 15

DIVANO COCCOLONA 
IC-1253 15

ARGO
tavolino / side table
IC-2151 15



5352

CHLOÉ MON AMOUR

DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

Clean lines packed with elegance. Chloé has a frame in fibreglass reinforced technopolymer and 
aluminium legs while the Trend model has a technopolymer cover. Bursting with charm, it is 
declaration of love to minimal design. The ergonomic seat and durability of this chair mean that 
Chloé can effortlessly grace any contemporary space, from commercial to public settings. It is 
also available in the Natural version with bleached beech wood legs. Stackable.

CHLOÉ mon amour
IC-2632 AA 40



5554

NATURAL CHLOÉ mon amour 
IC-2831 F1 15

CHLOÉ TREND CHAIR mon amour 
IC-2638 81

CHLOÉ TREND mon amour
2637 11



Zebra Bicolore does not go unnoticed. The two-colour polymer seat has a glossy white 
inner surface and a multi-faceted glossy outer surface Customise it in a range of colours to bring a 
splash of colour to indoor areas and public spaces, such as cafés and restaurants, both 
indoors and outdoors. Stackable, it has a chromed or coated four-leg frame. Zebra Bicolore 
also comes in a version as a barstool. 

ZEBRA BICOLORE
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

5756

SGABELLO ZEBRA BICOLORE 
h.80 / barstool IC-2560 VB 213

ZEBRA BICOLORE
IC-2272 VB 222



5958

METROPOLIS
basamento / base 
IC-7011 VB 002



6160

ALICE
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

Its presence is scenic in any indoor setting, and gives elegance to turnkey contexts and domestic spaces. Alice, with 
technopolymer body, comes with a Natural solid wood frame or in chromed or painted steel, in various types. Alice is also 
available in a two-heights barstool version and with coordinated finishes.

ALICE CHAIR
IC-2675 VL 15

ALICE  
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2676 11



The polymer body in technopolymer makes Zebra a versatile furnishings application in all indoor/outdoor settings. The 
external surface is glossy and the matte interior is scratch-resistant. It is available with a 4-leg chromed frame, sliding or trestle 
base for internal use, or with a 4-leg frame galvanized and painted for outdoor use. The barstool version is available in two 
heights with a 4-leg frame in chromed or painted steel.

6362

ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO 
IC-2615 11

SGABELLO ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO 
h.80 / barstool IC-2565 VA 81 SGABELLO ZEBRA TECNOPOLIMERO h.65

/ barstool 2566 VL 11



GIULIA
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

Its wide seat evokes comfort and hospitality. Giulia armchair has a technopolymer main body 
with ø 16 mm galvanized and coated tubular steel 4 leg frame, perfect to be inserted in indoor 
and outdoor contract settings. The seat is meant to take up little storage space, thanks to 
practical holes, which make it easy to stack and drain rainwater away.

6564

GIULIA
IC-2684 VA 81

Restaurant Vlaar - ‘S-Graveland - Olanda — Credits: The Garden Store



MANNEQUIN
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

6766

Mannequin showcases simple, natural lines. The fibreglass reinforced technopolymer body has clean, minimalist lines which fit into any indoor 
living environment, office or public areas, such as restaurants and bistros. Four-leg frame in 16 mm diameter tubular chrome steel. Stackable.

MANNEQUIN
IC-2660 81

METROPOLIS
basamento / base 
IC-7011 CR 001

DROP
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON

Drop, characterized by a rounded silhouette, has two side holes that lighten the technopolymer main body. Armchair with eclectic applications, the 
version with ø 16 mm galvanized and coated tubular steel 4 leg frame gives its best in indoor and outdoor contract settings, because it combines 
elegance with the practicality of being stackable.

DROP
IC-2682 VL 15



Beauty is crystal clear with Igloo. Polycarbonate or glossy technopolymer frame. The chair, 
armchair and barstool can be coordinated to create the perfect furnishing solution for living 
rooms and contract areas, such as restaurants and event spaces. Stackable with optional 
cushion.

IGLOO
DESIGN MARK ROBSON CON LUISA BATTAGLIA

6968

IGLOO
IC-2355 100

DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

IGLOO CHAIR
IC-2357 100

IGLOO TECNOPOLIMERO 
IC-2639 11



Featuring a slightly concave oval back, the polycarbonate frame flows in a sequence 
of harmonious lines. A great choice for designer living rooms, but equally suitable for 
contract areas because it combines good looks with space saving. Spoon allows 
practically infinite stackability.

SPOON
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

7170

SPOON
IC-2332 100



Titì features an Art Nouveau style back consisting of overlapping curved bands, and a 
polycarbonate frame. Lightweight and luminous, it is the ideal solution both in small 
spaces and for occasions requiring a large number of seats, such as meetings and events. 
Stackable.

TITÌ
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

TITÌ
IC-2330 310

7372



Thin rods define its volumes and proportions. Rounded and sensual lines characterize 
and tell the story of Lavinia. A chair comfortable even for the most demanding, the oval back 
is an invitation to hospitality and offers a relaxed support. Available with or without armrests, 
Lavinia is ideal for the home and the terrace, and thanks to the new terracotta nuance, it fits 
into any environment, even the most sophisticated, with simplicity and elegance. In contract 
solutions, instead, it lends itself for its practicality and lightness.

LAVINIA

7574

LAVINIA
IC-2289 11

LAVINIA
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2288 15



A fresh look that never gets tired. With its fibreglass reinforced technopolymer frame, Colette 
is an innovative reinterpretation of the classic outdoor chair. Stackable, with or without 
armrests, Colette is the ideal, practical solution for household and contract use.

COLETTE
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

7776

COLETTE
2283-6 15

CROSS 
basamento / base
IC-5090 VB

COLETTE  
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2284 15

RAFFAELLO  
IC-2729



It brings joy and happiness from the very first glance. Gio has a fibreglass 
reinforced technopolymer frame. With or without armrests, it is ideal for contract areas and 
collective spaces, especially outdoors, because it is ultra-comfortable and easy to stack. Also 
available with the back in transparent polycarbonate.

GIO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

7978

GIO 
con braccioli / armchair 
IC-2314 15

GIO 
IC-2315 30

SUPER GIO 
IC-2316 209



COKKA TOP GIO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

Top Gio meets any style request. With its fibreglass reinforced technopolymer frame with injection moulded using “Air moulding” technology, Top Gio is 
stackable and perfect for outdoor or contract use.

Sunlight plays on the slats in the backrest, filtering the rays. Cokka has a fibreglass reinforced technopolymer frame. In addition to its aesthetic 
appeal, it is also practical because it is easy to stack. Perfect for indoor and outdoor settings, for contract areas and collective spaces.

8180

TOP GIO  
IC-2317 11

COKKA  
IC-2280 81



The technopolymer frame highlights the elegant style. Isy Tecnopolimero showcases its 
balanced proportions in all its simplicity, fitting effortlessly into household settings and 
contract areas, both indoors and outdoors. It combines perfectly with the barstool from the 
same range. Both are stackable with optional cushion.

ISY TECNOPOLIMERO
DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

8382

ISY TECNOPOLIMERO 
IC-2327 11

SGABELLO ISY 
TECNOPOLIMERO / barstool 
IC-2328 81



SIRIO PEPPER
DESIGN ARTER&CITTON DESIGN ROBERTO SEMPRINI

8584

Its shape is a tribute to nature. Pepper has a fibreglass reinforced technopolymer injection moulded frame, using “Air moulding” 
technology. Comfortable and stackable, it is particularly recommended for outdoor use.

Essential and contemporary, Sirio is comfortable to sit on and easy to stack. The technopolymer injection moulded frame, using “Air moulding” 
technology, makes it resistant and lightweight. These features make it suitable for wide scale use and especially in contract applications, both indoors 
and outdoors.

SIRIO  
IC-2319 11

TIFFANY 
basamento / base
IC-5180 IS PEPPER  

IC-2325 81



8786

SAI
It knows it has style and is proud of it. An excellent example of essential design and functionality, Sai comes in a vast array of colours to bring a 
touch of personal style and great taste to interiors and exteriors, especially in contract uses. Stackable, it has a fibreglass reinforced 
technopolymer injection moulded frame, using “Air moulding” technology.

SAI  
IC-2275 20



DIVA

88 89

NATURAL TIFFANY
basamento / base 
IC-5150 IL FW

DIVA STAR
IC-2209 CR 81

TIFFANY DIAMANTE 
basamento / base IC-5181 IL CR

DIVA
IC-2202

DOMINO
basamento / base IC-5140 AV 10

DIVA SGABELLO h.65 / barstool 
IC-2285 201

The queen of color combinations. The reinforced technopolymer seat with fiberglass is combined with a backrest in transparent/colored polycarbonate and with a 
square section beech wood or anodized aluminum legs. Diva also presents itself in a special mix with an ABS chrome backrest and legs in chromed steel. Thanks to 
the numerous color variations, Diva is ideal for home living settings and turnkey solutions, from small boutiques to shopping centers. Available in a two-heights 
barstool version, for home and outdoor use. Stackable.

NATURAL DIVA
IC-2815 FW 215



Divo always rises to the occasion. This barstool comes in two heights, 65/75 cm, with a fibreglass reinforced technopolymer seat. The square-section 
legs are available in anodised aluminium, perfect for both indoor and outdoor use, or in bleached or wengé beech wood in the Natural version 
for indoor use. Stackable.

Make yourself comfortable with Maxi Diva. The wide seat in fibreglass reinforced technopolymer is combined with square-section legs, in 
anodised aluminium to bring a touch of class to indoor and outdoor areas, or in beech for indoor use. Maxi Diva is comfortable, versatile and 
stackable, perfectly at home in household and contract settings. 

9190

DIVO MAXI DIVA

MAXI DIVA
IC-2203 15

MAXI DOMINO 
basamento / base

IC-5110 AV 84

DIVO h.75
IC-2210

DIVO h.65
IC-2229



93

The open sides showcase its exuberant style. Ola features a seat and back in technopolymer with anodised aluminium or natural beech legs. It is the 
perfect solution for indoor and outdoor contract uses, restaurants and event spaces. Stackable.

92

NATURAL OLA
IC-2115 11

OLA
IC-2123

OLA
DESIGN MARK ROBSON CON LUISA BATTAGLIA



SUPER JENNY JENNY
DESIGN MARK ROBSON CON LUISA BATTAGLIA DESIGN MARK ROBSON CON LUISA BATTAGLIA

With a dynamic, sassy attitude, Super Jenny brings a touch of personality to indoor and outdoor settings. Super Jenny features a seat and back in technopolymer with 25 mm 
diameter anodised aluminium legs. Stackable, it comes in a variety of colours to stamp its personality on contract areas and collective spaces. 

Jenny brings an air of light-heartedness to any indoor or outdoor setting. The seat and back are in technopolymer with 25 mm diameter anodised 
aluminium legs. Available in a variety of colours to stamp a touch of personal style on contract or commercial spaces, restaurants, cafés and 
outdoor relaxation areas. Not only are these chairs easy to stack, they are also practical because they can be hooked together to form rows of seats 
in conference rooms, classrooms, meeting rooms and collective spaces.

9594

SUPER JENNY
IC-2086

JENNY
IC-2079



/meid/in/ìtali/

made in Italy
made in Italy

Expression that qualifies the Italian manufacturing 
system according to excellence, high specialization 
of production techniques, context of development, 
and creation of products often of district character.



An elegant barstool with a comfortable back rest. Day has a chrome-plated steel frame, 
and is available in two heights. Daylight, with polycarbonate seat fitted with a chrome-plated 
round disc in the centre of the seat, is suitable for contract use, such as cafés and bistros. Day, 
with a technopolymer seat, comes in a variety of colours.

DAY

DAY h.82
2305 81

DAYLIGHT h.65
IC-2294 310

9998



FROG
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

DIABLITO
DESIGN LUISA BATTAGLIA

Diablito is devilishly stylish. This barstool has a technopolymer seat and comes in two heights, both of which feature a 22 mm diameter tubular steel 
chromed or coated structure. It is perfect for cafés and restaurants with a contemporary vibe.

With Frog, style takes a leap forward. With a polycarbonate seat with a chrome effect round disc in the centre, suitable for designer kitchen islands 
and peninsulas, it is a barstool available with an 18 mm diameter chrome-plated steel tubular structure and comes in two heights. 

101100

FROG h.65
IC-2296 183

DIABLITO h.80 
IC-2291 VA 81

DIABLITO h.65
IC-2292 VL 11



DUO

Stackable table with a smooth top in technopolymer and legs in polished aluminium. Practical and versatile with reduced dimensions, it is ideal 
for outdoor contract use in bars and ice cream parlours. Duo is available in two versions.

103102

DUO 70x70 
IC-2125 AV 11

CHLOÉ mon amour
IC-2632 AA 11

GIM

Gim will put you at ease. This is a barstool with anodised aluminium legs and technopolymer seat and footrest. It can add a laid-back look to animated 
settings and grace outdoor contract areas, such as cafés and bistros.

GIM
IC-2300 81



This table base dominates design big time thanks to its maxi size fixed base which 
can be combined with big table tops. Maxi Domino is a practical choice for outdoor settings 
and contract use, such as cafés and restaurants. Large die cast aluminium base with four 
feet. Square-shaped, aluminium column with rounded corners. Available in two heights, 
50/73 cm. Base fitted with four adjustable feet.

MAXI DOMINO

105104

MAXI DOMINO h.50
basamento / base 
IC-5111 AV 81

MAXI DOMINO
basamento / base 

IC-5110 AV 10



Timeless elegance. Domino can be fitted with tops in a variety of sizes and finishes, 
for combinations for a wide range of uses in the contract industry, such as restaurants and 
cafés, both indoors and outdoors. Fixed or with a handle-operated folding movement 
to easily align multiple tables, it has a square-shaped aluminium column or rounded 
corners. Die cast aluminium base. With four adjustable feet. Available in three heights, 
50/73/109 cm.

DOMINO

107106

DOMINO h.73
basamento / base 

IC-5160 AV 84



Tiffany style is forever. Thanks to a wide range of models, it can be used in all contract 
settings, both indoors and outdoors. Tiffany consists of a series of stainless steel bases 
with a single square or round column on a square baseplate, and a double column on 
a rectangular baseplate, perfect for rectangular table tops. In the Diamond version, the 
bases feature a special plastic column. Tiffany is available in three heights, 50/70/109 cm. 
Base fitted with four adjustable feet.

TIFFANY

109108

TIFFANY h.73
basamento / base 

IC-5180 IS

TIFFANY h.73
basamento / base 

IC-5180 IL

IGLOO CHAIR
IC-2357 100



Cross has a cross-shaped base in painted cast iron and a square column in galvanised, 
painted steel, which can be customised with a variety of table tops. Available in three heights 
50/73/109 cm, it is very versatile and fits into all types of contract settings, both indoors 
and outdoors, such as cafés, restaurants and shopping centres.

CROSS

111110

CROSS h.50
basamento / base 

IC-5191 VB

CROSS h.109
basamento / base 
IC-5095 VA



113112

The ideal solution for outdoor areas, Dodo is a series of bases with polypropylene tops with an elegant curved surface on the underside for quick 
cleaning. The round column in anodised aluminium is available in two heights 75/110 cm. Base with four polypropylene and cast iron, adjustable 
feet. Dodo is also available with a square, cast iron, painted base and rubber feet.

DODO

DODO
basamento / base 
5200

OLIMPIA
IC-2277 AA 11

Maximum dimensions for extra comfort. Maxima is a stackable armchair in woven pattern technopolymer, reinforced with fibreglass. Its roomy 
and snug seating offers the perfect opportunity for relaxation wherever it is used, especially in contract areas and outdoors. With four anti-skid feet.

MAXIMA

MAXIMA
IC-2321 11



OLIMPO SOFÀ
The Olimpo Sofà is a two-seat settee with a woven pattern body in fibreglass reinforced technopolymer and aluminium legs covered in woven 
pattern polypropylene. Just right for contract areas to furnish cafés and restaurants because, not only does it look good, it is also easy to stack. 
Optional padded cushion.

115114

OLIMPO SOFÀ
1252 15

OLIMPIA TREND
IC-2279 15

OLLY
tavolino / side table
IC-2195 15



117116

TRIPLO
IC-1889 15

LUCREZIA
IC-2323 15

LUCREZIA
con braccioli / armchair
2322 15

TRIPLO e LUCREZIA
Triplo is a table that is extendible from 170 to 220 cm with two leaves. The legs (with an aluminium core) 
and the top in technopolymer have a woven pattern surface. Four adjustable feet. Triplo can seat up 
to eight guests for al fresco dining or simply for social gatherings in the garden or on large patios. It can 
be coordinated with all the woven pattern chairs. Lucreazia is a stackable chair or armchair in woven 
patterned air moulded technopolymer frame reinforced with fibreglass.



119118

A lightweight, but sturdy table, available in two sizes to meet your requirements for outdoor settings. Woven pattern technopolymer 
top and legs. Legs with aluminium core with adjustable foot.

ORAZIO BELLA INTRECCIATA
The beauty lies in the interweaving of functionality and comfort. Bella Intrecciata has a woven pattern body in 
technopolymer while the frame is in tubular steel painted in a matching colour. It is a versatile solution for furnishing indoor 
and outdoor areas for both home and contract use because it brings an elegant and practical style to 
restaurants, bistros, patios and public places. Stackable.

ORAZIO 70x70
IC-2189 15

BELLA INTRECCIATA
IC-2695 VA 81



TAVOLONE

121120

Tavolone has a woven pattern technopolymer top and legs, square-shaped legs with an aluminium core and a rectangular top 
measuring 170x100 cm. Ideal for outdoor areas at home, it can be coordinated with the woven pattern chairs in the collection, to 
bring a classic touch to the setting. With four adjustable feet.

TAVOLONE
IC-1886 70

OLIMPIA CHAIR
2630 AA 11

OLIMPIA
Olimpia has a technopolymer body with or without armrests,and it has an anodised aluminium or polyester coated 
aluminium frame, diameter 25 mm. The Trend version also has legs covered with a technopolymer, woven pattern 
surface. The curvy shapes and the original design make this product suitable for any environment, both indoors and 
outdoors. Stackable.



123122

LULA

Lula has a retro style shape, conjuring up images of white, sandy beaches and the sea in the summer, but also fits perfectly 
into urban outdoor areas. The frame is in polyester coated aluminium while the seat and back are in technopolymer. Stackable.

Esmeralda Lux feels right at home in the garden. This folding armchair has a polypropylene frame and a seat and back in breathable waterproof fabric. The backrest can be adjusted to 
5 different positions for total relaxation outdoors, in gardens and on patios. 

ESMERALDA LUX

ESMERALDA LUX
IC-2067 81 T16

LULA
IC-2090



/fi·ni·tù·ra/

finitura
finish

Activity, process necessary for a work to be said 
complete, able to satisfy the need for comfort and 
function of an object.



POLICARBONATO
polycarbonate

ACCIAIO 
E ACCIAO INOX
steel and stainless steel

ALLUMINIO
aluminium

FINITURE TECNOPOLIMERO / technopolymer finishings

FINITURE / finishings

trasparente
transparent

trasparente verde 
cedro
translucent lime 
green

nero pieno
glossy black

rosso pieno
glossy red

trasparente fumé
translucent smoked

trasparente arancio
translucent orange

bianco pieno
glossy white

trasparente rosso
translucent red

tortora pieno
glossy dove grey

rosso geranio
geranium red

fiordaliso
cornflower blue

cacao
cocoa

bronzo
bronze

blu
blue

rosso
red

grafite
graphite

TECNOPOLIMERO
technopolymer

lino
linen

grigio chiaro
light grey

tortora
dove grey

arancio
orange

verde pistacchio
light green

verde oliva
olive green

antracite
anthracite grey

terracotta
terracotta

azzurro
light blue

giallo
yellow

CR
acciaio cromato
chromed steel

Per ragioni tecniche di stampa o di fotografia i colori stampati possono differire dai colori reali. 
The printed colours may differ slightly from the actual ones for photo and print technical reasons.

IS
acciao inox satinato
satin stainless steel

IL
acciao inox lucido
polished stainless 
steel

VB
acciao verniciato 
bianco opaco, 
finitura liscia
matt white coated
steel, smooth finish

VL
acciaio verniciato 
lino opaco, finitura 
goffrata
matt linen coated 
steel, embossed 
finish

VT
acciaio verniciato 
tortora opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt dove grey 
coated steel, 
embossed finish

AA
alluminio anodizzato
anodised aluminium

AV 10
alluminio verniciato 
bianco opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt white coated 
aluminium,  
embossed finish

alluminio verniciato 
tortora opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt dove grey 
coated aluminium,  
embossed finish

alluminio verniciato 
bronzo opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt bronze 
coated aluminium,  
embossed finish

AV 15

AV 81 AV 84
alluminio verniciato 
antracite opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt anthracite 
coated aluminium,  
embossed finish

alluminio verniciato 
argento, finitura 
lucida
silver coated 
aluminium, smooth 
finish

AV 70

VA
acciaio verniciato 
antracite opaco, 
finitura goffrata
matt anthracite 
grey coated steel, 
embossed finish

VN
acciaio verniciato 
nero, finitura goffrata
black coated steel, 
embossed finish

127126

ACCIAIO ZINCATO 
E VERNICIATO A POLVERI
zinc and powder coated steel

FINITURE SUMMER / summer finishings

VA VMVB

VV VZ

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato antracite 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and 
anthracite grey coated 
steel, embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato mattone 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and 
bricky coated steel, 
embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato bianco 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and 
white coated steel, 
embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato verde tiglio 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and willow 
green coated steel, 
embossed finish

acciaio zincato e 
verniciato azzurro 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and light 
blue coated steel, 
embossed finish

VT
acciaio zincato e 
verniciato tortora 
opaco, finitura goffrata
matt zinc and dove 
grey coated steel, 
embossed finish

FINITURE LEGNO / wood finishings

FN F1 – FS FW HS
faggio naturale 
natural beech 
wood

faggio sbiancato 
bleached beech 
wood

faggio tinto wengé
wenge stained
beech wood

frassino sbiancato
bleached ash 
wood

FINITURE PIANI TAVOLI / table tops finishings

TESSUTO PER CUSCINO SUMMER / fabric for Summer cushion

10

10

10

570 572

82

81

81

81

571 573

87

bianco
white

bianco
white

bianco
white

rovere tortora
dove grey oak

effetto marmo 
Carrara
Carrara marble 
effect

grigio chiaro
light grey

antracite
anthracite grey

antracite
anthracite grey

antracite
anthracite grey

rovere castoro
beaver oak

effetto Corten
Corten effect

effetto cemento
concrete effect

ACCIAIO ZINCATO 
E VERNICIATO
zinc and powder coated steel

ACRILICO USO OUTDOOR
acrylic - outdoor use

WERZALIT
werzalit

STRATIFICATO COMPACT
compact laminate

400

10

401412
trasparente
transparent

ecrù
ecru

grigio fumé
smoked grey

laccato bianco
white lacquered

VETRO TEMPERATO
tempered glass



INTERRA reserves the right to make alterations to its product range without giving prior notice. Measurements and colours shown are approximatives. The printed colours/fabrics may differ 
slightly from the actual ones for photo and print technical reasons.

facebook.com/INTERRA.CONTRACT

instagram.com/interra_contract/

HEADQUARTERS
1550 S. Coast Hwy., Suite 202 Laguna 
Beach, CA 92651
Ph: 949.497.0277
www.InterraDesigns.com

SHOWROOMS:

LAGUNA BEACH
1550 S. Coast Hwy., Suite 202 Laguna 
Beach, CA 92651

SANTA BARBARA
Impact Hub - Co-working Showroom 
1117 State St.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

https://interradesigns.tumblr.com/






